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1. History of research and methods
1.1

Aims

Our aim was the archaeological investigation of a prehistoric stone monument of the type
"Goulet" to obtain new knowledge about this monument type which, although widespread in
the western Sahara, has hardly been investigated to date. The work was intended to continue the excavation begun by Joaquím Soler (University of Gerona) of the Goulet "Abella
Legtef" (ID no. 338) during December 2006, to whom we extend our thanks and appreciation
of his work and sincere cooperation.

1.2

History of research

1.2.1 The period from 1937 to 2005
Stone monuments of the type “Goulet” (French „bottleneck“) are mentioned by Th. Monod
first in 1948; already in 1937 the French sergeant Gobin had published the same objects,
albeit without naming them in detail. In the early 1970s the Spanish air force captain F. Casteleiro noticed monuments from his fighter plane and took photos, calling the structures observed "boomerangs" (= crescents) and "moscas" ( = "fly" in Spanish – a far more suitable
name than the French "goulet"). In El-Ayun Mark Milburn got to know the captain who gave
him many aerial photos and his own personal notes – including those from the area of the
Wadi Tifariti.
In the years 1971 and 1972 Mark Milburn travelled around the northern Spanish Sahara
and visited, most generously aided by innumerable forces personnel, many stone monuments and petroglyphs. In 1973 he also chanced upon some of the rock engravings of
Slugilla. In 1994 he came to Morocco where he visited many monuments including Goulets
together with Susan Searight. In 2002, Savino Di Lernia worked with Nick Brooks (western
Sahara Project) in the region of Tifariti, where a systematic record of the archaeological sites
was begun.
Equipped with a Spanish map including the rough position of some Goulets provided by
F. Casteleiro, Mark Milburn, Erika Bruder, Stefan Kroepelin and Nick Brooks explored the
Wadi Tifariti on the 17th and 18th of March, 2005 (guided by Baschir Mehdi Bhaya). Their
Sahraoui companions then discovered several stone monuments of this type (among others
the huge Goulet, ID no. 006) in the Wadi Tifariti. The teams of two different universities had
previously passed very close to these structures, but had not noticed them (Milburn, 2009).
In December 2006, Mark Milburn visited the Wadi Tifariti again. The Catalan archeologist
Joaquím Soler of the University of Gerona (Spain) started the excavation of the Goulet
"Abella Legtef" (ID no. 338; fig. 2). Since, due to national transport difficulties, there were
only one and a half working days available, the excavation had to be broken off and was not
taken up again by him.
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Fig. 2: Goulet (site no. 338), excavation 2006, M. Milburn and E. Bruder; photo J. Soler.

Fig. 3: The team in 2009 – from left to right: Dr. Mark Milburn, Sidi Mohammed Kori, Mag.
Sigrid Ehrenreich, Mohammed Wadad, Erika Bruder and Moulay Zein.
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1.2.2 Investigations in 2009
Excavation and documentation were carried out between 12th and 30th October, 2009.
Organizational data:
Responsible institution: Archibald William Milburn-Stiftung
Project management and organization: Mark Milburn and Erika Bruder
Representative of Frente Polisario in Austria: Nadjat Hamdi
Representative of Frente Polisario on site: Baschir Mehdi Bhaya
Director of Antiquities: Hussein Mohammed Ali ("Hussein Arrubio")
Gendarmerie escort: Sidi Mohammed Kori
Driver: Mohammed Wadad
Archeology (excavation supervision): Sigrid Ehrenreich, Gerald Fuchs (ARGIS Archäologie Service GmbH).
Student employee: Moulay Zein (museum of Rabuni)
The excavation team (fig. 3) consisted of Mark Milburn, Erika Bruder, Sigrid Ehrenreich,
Gerald Fuchs and the student Moulay Zein. Mohammed Wadad was responsible for transport and logistics, Sidi Mohammed Kori took care of our safety.
The authors would like to express their sincere thanks to Dr. Mark Milburn and Erika Bruder
(Archibald William Milburn-Stiftung) for the chance to participate in this interesting project, for
the project organization and financing – and especially for the excellent cooperation and personal support. Dr. Milburn and Mrs. Bruder worked actively at the excavation despite arduous climatic conditions. We thank all those people who have supported the project and particularly the Sahraouis with whom we spent three pleasant weeks rich in work together in the
desert.

1.3

Methods

1.3.1 Documentation of the monument
The whole Goulet was taken up by photogrammetry to provide an orthophoto-plan in
which all details are visible. First of all, a grid system constisting of 3 x 3 m squares was set
out and then, from the top of a ladder, a measured picture was taken of each of 167 quadrats
(resolution in 4272 x 2848 picture points; 12 Megapixel; data amount 1.46 gigabytes). For the
further treatment a dwg-file for AutoCAD was set up which serves as a basis for the rectification of the inclined photographs made by the software PhoToPlan (an AutoCAD application
of the Kubit GmbH, Dresden). In addition, a detailed description of the structural elements of
the stone monument, in the form of stratigraphic units (cf. chapter 2.4), was carried out by
which the context with the excavation documentation is established.
In addition some small archaeological objects near the Goulet were documented (cf.
chapter 4).

1.3.2 Excavation techniques and documentation
After clearing out the material from the filled-in excavation by J. Soler the investigation
was continued by stratigraphic excavation techniques corresponding to up-to-date technology. In doing so, all layers and structures are documented and differentiated as stratigraphic
7
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units. This technique results in uncovering terrain surfaces which once existed in exactly this
form. The relative chronology is constructed from the consistent observation of the relative
sequence of the stratigraphic units.
The sediment from the layers containing archaeological finds was sieved in dry conditons
– resulting in a considerable production of dust – with the mesh sizes from 0,99 and 1,7 mm
(fig. 4). The sediment from layers without archaeological finds was sieved partially in form of
random samples, but at least 10% of the volume was processed.

Fig. 4: Dry sieving of the sediment.

The documentation consists of the following elements:
o List of the stratigraphic units
o Description of the stratigraphic units
o List of the finds
o Description of the finds
o Photo documentation (overview photographs, working photos, feature documentation, documentation of finds, measured pictures)
o Detailed drawings at a scale of 1:20
The documentation was carried out by simple means without the use of modern electronics, as the import of geodetic instruments with telescopes – all the instruments have one – to
this sensitive zone is prohibited for military reasons.
At the end of the excavation campaign the excavated material was filled back and the
original situation was reconstituted. - All the material found is kept in the storage room of the
Gerona University in Rabuni, and anyone who wants to study it, is encouraged to do so.
Since no reliable system appears to exist for obtaining permission from Algeria for transit
through that territory and export towards European laboratories for study, the finds were
documented by photographs and description under field conditions.
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2

The Goulet

2.1

Position

Tifariti is situated in the northeast
northeast of the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic (SADR; figs
5-10). From Tindouf airport a paved road leads to Rabuni (Algeria), close to the border of the
SADR.. From there an earth road runs via Bir Lahlou to Tifariti and it takes about 6 to 8 hours
for the journey.

Fig. 5: Map of the western
west
Sahara; Tifariti is located in the northeast. Copyright
opyright United
Nations, Febr. 2010.

The monument Goulet ID no. 338 is situated at the eastern side of the Wadi Tifariti on a
low terrace about two metres above the wadi floor.. The area slopes gently westwards (incli(incl
nation approx. 2 ° - 3 °), the surface consists of fine gravel with a silty matrix. Directly on the
south-western
western side of the Goulet there runs a narrow silty gutter. 50 m south-westwards
south
of
this, there stands a narrow ridge of granite with striations of rhyolite
lite extending over approx.
200 m. Some 50 m to the northeast
north
there is a flat silty wadi with Acacias draining into the
Wadi Tifariti.
The position was fixed on October
ctober 25, 2009 using a Garmin Etrex
E
device.
GPS co-ordinates:
VP P3 = western point axis Goulet: N 26°16,745’; W 10°35,986’
VP P4 = eastern point axis Goulet: N 26°16,752’; W 10°35,945‘.
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Fig. 6: Historical map, 1958. Tifariti is mapped not quite correctly a little bit south of the border to Mauretania.
Mauretania
The Wadi Tifariti drains northnorthwest
northwest to the Saguiet el-Hamra. Copyright Perry Castaññeda Map Library, University of Texas, USA.

Fig. 7: Wadi Tifariti, satellite image, Copyright Google Maps. - Tifariti is situated in the
southern part, the red point indicates the position of the Goulet, site no. 338.
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Fig. 8: Village of Tifariti, in the northwest the Hotel Tifariti. Satellite image, Copyright Google Maps.

Fig. 9: View from the Hotel Tifariti to the north into the Wadi Tifariti.
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Fig. 10: Wadi Tifariti, satellite image,
image position if the Goulet, site no. 338.. Copyright Google Maps.

2.2

Short description
escription of the stone monument

Fig. 11: Wadi Tifariti, Goulet, site no.338,
no.
view to the southeast.

The Goulet consists of an extensive stone structure whose form resemble
embles that of a fly
seen from above and of a stone circle set off to the east. The entrance to the corridor of the
monument is roughly oriented to the east, and its direction in relation to magnetic north is
approx. 83° to 83.5°. Measurements: Complete extension
ex
E-W,
W, stone circle
c
inclusive:
66.05 m; dimensions of the "fly" E-W
E
(without the stone circle): 48.96 m; width of the "fly" N-S
29.62 m.
12
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Fig. 12: Goulet, site no. 338, general plan.
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Fig.13:
.13: Goulet, site no. 338, corridor SE3, view to the west.

Fig.14:
.14: Goulet, site no. 338, western part, view to the southeast.
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Fig. 15: Goulet, site no. 338, stone circle SE 17, view to the east.

The corridor with a length of 43.33 m (SE3) and with a max width of 0.40 to 0.61 m is
formed by a double stone row which does not run exactly straight; it can be entered from the
east, leads west through the whole "fly", at least up to SE11, an irregular stone arrangement
with smaller blocks. SE11 cannot be described as a burial mound (Tumulus). The area in the
western part is emphasized by the pavings SE5 and SE7. The external confines are limited
by the stone settings SE4 and SE6. Both “wings of the fly" are formed by the stone structures
8a and 8b beginning at the eastern end of the corridor and leading, in wide asymmetrical
curving lines, to the paving in the west and end there by the stone rows SE4 or SE6.
Both "wings" are marked inside by a loose dispersion of rubble (SE21, SE22). The stone
circle (SE17) in the east is 11.10 m distant from the "fly", diameter E-W 6.15 m, diameter N-S
6.31 m. In the interior there are the stone dispersions SE18 and SE23. In the southeast adjacent to the „left wing of the “fly“ (SE 8b, SE22) some vast artificial stone dispersions are
spread (SE24 to SE33).
For a detailed description see chapter 2.4 (SE no. 3 to 8, 17, 18, 23).

2.3.List of the stratigraphic units (SE)
Table 1: List of the stratigraphic units
SE no.
Name oft the stratigraphic units
SE1
Backfill of the excavation by Soler
SE2
Interface of the excavation by Soler
SE3
Double stone row of the corridor
SE4
Enclosure of the paving in the north
SE5
Paving in the north
SE6
Enclosure of the paving in the south
SE7
Paving in the south
SE8a
Enclosure of Goulet in the north
SE8b
Enclosure of Goulet in the south
SE9
Trampling surface
SE10
Fine gravel with silt
SE11
Irregular stone dispersion
SE12
Pit filling
SE13
Pit interface
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SE14
SE15
SE16
SE17
SE18
SE19
SE20
SE21
SE22
SE23
SE24
SE25
SE26
SE27
SE28
SE29
SE30
SE31
SE32
SE33
SE34
SE35
SE36
SE37

Rock detritus
Granite (bedrock)
Stone structure (Qu. F1+F2)
Enclosure of the stone circle
Stone circle, stone dispersion in the east
Pit filling (Qu. F1+F2)
Pit interface (Qu. F1+F2)
Stone dispersion in the north
Stone dispersion in the south
Stone circle, stone dispersion in the west
Stone dispersion
Stone dispersion
Stone dispersion
Stone dispersion
Stone dispersion
Stone dispersion
Stone dispersion
Stone dispersion
Stone dispersion
Stone dispersion
Fine gravel with silt (Qu. F1)
Pit interface (Qu. F1 to SE 37)
Stone structure
Pit filling (Qu. F1 to SE35 IF)

2.4. Description of the stratigraphic units
Preliminary remark:
The particular features of the Goulet (stone structures, pavings etc.) as well as the archaeological and geological deposits ("layers") are defined according to the archaeological
method as stratigraphic units and are described in detail.
SE1 Backfill of the excavation by Soler
Loose sand with gravel. The paving SE7 has been restored after re-filling the excavation.
SE2 Interface of the excavation by Soler
Shallow irregular hollow, length approx. 4 m, max. width 2.2 m,
depth in the north 15 to 20 cm, tailing off to the south.
Note: In the north the trampling horizon SE9 has been broken
through, in the west only the wind-blown sand in between the stones
of SE11 has been removed. The paving SE7 has been cleared away
in the area of the excavation. The gravel SE10 has been cleared
away only in the north up to a depth of 15 to max. 20 cm.
SE3 Double stone row of the corridor (Fig. 16, 17)
Double stone alignment of rhyolite and granite blocks, length of
the blocks approx. 20 to 35 cm, upper edge 10 to 18 cm above the
current surface, several blocks displaced. Orientation in the west
83.5°, in the east slightly deviating to north. Length approx. 46 m,
inner width 40 to 60 cm.
< Fig. 16: Goulet, site no. 338, SE3, eastern end of the corridor.
SE4 Enclosure of the paving in the north (= SE 36; Fig. 18, 22)
Single to multiple stone row on the eastern side of the north paving SE5. The boundary consists of
a slightly bent stone row of three to six layers in the width. Material: small blocks of rhyolite, length 15
to 35 cm. In the north and in the west it was not visible on the surface, but a part of it was excavated.
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SE5 Paving in the north
Irregular single-layered fill of angular rubble, diameter of the stones 4 to 15 cm, some stones of
larger size. Material rhyolite. Extension max.10.3 x 5.5 m. In the north and in the west without clearly
defined border.
Excavation: Qu. F1+F2, features in DOF 1a: After clearing away the wind-blown sand and loose
recumbent stones the following situation appeared: A part of the angular stones has been pressed into
the trampling horizon SE9. Material: black patinated rhyolite clearly dominates, dark red rhyolite
(smaller amount), some stones of granite. Size of the components 3 – 5 cm (relatively few), 6 – 15 cm
(bulk), 15 – 20 cm approx. (single ones).
SE6 Enclosure of the paving in the south (Fig. 17)
At the eastern end there is a slightly bent stone alignment of rhyolite – and granite? angular
stones, length approx. 22 to 33 cm. It turns to the south at an obtuse angle and continues in a western
direction for 3.6 m, thereafter disturbed at approx. 4 m; in the southwest the situation is not quite clear.
SE7 Paving in the south (Fig. 17)
Irregular single-layered fill of angular rubble, diameter 4 to 15 cm, a few stones are a little bit bigger. Material rhyolite, extension max.12 x 5.5 m - external limits cf. SE6.

Fig. 17: Goulet, site no. 338, area G5, view to the east: SE 3 corridor; SE 6 enclosure of the paving
in the south; SE 7 paving in the south.
SE8a Enclosure of Goulet in the north
A single stone alignment of rhyolite. Average length of the blocks 20 to 35 cm. Numerous stones
are displaced. For extension, form and situation cf. fig.12 – this curvilinear stone structure encompasses a surface of max. 40 x 12.7 m.
SE8b Enclosure of Goulet in the south
A single stone alignment of rhyolite. Average length of the blocks 20 to 35 cm. Numerous stones
are displaced. For extension, form and situation cf. fig. 12 – this curvilinear stone structure includes an
area of about 36 x 16 m.
SE9 Trampling surface (Fig. 18, 22)
Documented only in the western part of the excavation area. Consolidated, flat to wavy surface of
SE10, slightly sloping to the west. The blocks of the stone structures SE 3, 6, 7, 11 within the examined area reach with their lower edge up to 10 cm below the surface of SE9.
Excavation: Qu. F1+F2, DOF 1a: After clearing away the wind-blown sand and loose recumbent
stones the following situation could be observed: A moderately consolidated, slightly wavy surface
sloping to the north, numerous desiccation cracks. A part of the angular stones of the paving SE5
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were pressed into this surface by being walked upon.

Fig. 18: Goulet, site no. 338, area F1+F2, view to the east: trampling surface SE9, a part of the
enclosure SE4 and remains of the paving SE5.
SE10 = SE34 Fine gravel with silt (Fig. 22)
Excavation: unconsolidated to moderately consolidated fine to medium gravel with rock detritus,
predominantly badly-rounded, well sorted. Low sandy portion and silt, colour grey-brown, thickness
from 0.2 to 0.4 m. Numerous disturbances by larger and smaller animal burrows, furthermore numerous constructions of earth bees of consolidated mud with fine gravel. The sediment from Qu. F1, F2,
G1, G2 and H2 has been sieved to > 50% (mesh size 0.99 or 1.7 mm).
Finds:
Pottery occurred only in the upper horizon of SE10, either contents of layer SE 10 or pressed into
the layer by walking (before or during the establishment of the Goulet), partially transferred to deeper
horizons by animal burrows. SE 10 could be also interpreted as a geological layer.
In the lowest horizon of SE10 occur (Middle?) Palaeolithic stone artefacts situated on the surface
of SE14: Two artefacts were found in Qu. G2 and at least four more in Qu. F1.
SE11 Irregular stone dispersion
Irregular non-oriented aggregation of rounded and conchoidal weathered granite and a few blocks
of rhyolite, in the periphery angular stones up to approx. 15 cm in length. Extent including border areas 4.8 x 3.6 m, aggregation of larger blocks with 25 to 37 cm diameter in an area of 1.8 m diameter
at the western edge of the Goulet.
They form a single layer with distances between the blocks, resting mainly on the trampling surface SE9. Its surface is slightly irregular in this area, some of the lower edges of the blocks reach up to
10 cm below this surface.
Interpretation: It is supposed that the view of the western end of the Goulet should be accentuated. There is no destroyed tumulus – too few stones, only a single layer, no barrow-like mound verifiable, no burial under the stone-arrangement.
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SE12 Pit filling
Unconsolidated to moderately consolidated sandy-silty fine gravel and granite detritus material
with some small angular stones and pottery.
SE13 Pit interface (Fig. 20)
In the ground view irregularly polygonal, 2.4 x 1.8 m, depth 0.37 to 0.50 m. Lateral borders predominantly steeply inclined, base flat. Apparently it consists of two long intersecting pits with uncertain
chronological sequence. The pit interface in the area of the SE10 is well to badly recognizable, in the
area of SE14 well visible.
SE14 Rock detritus (Fig. 21)
Reddish-brown angular rock detritus with a small amount of fine material (silt) – predominantly a
weathered product of the local bedrock granite. Size of the components averaged 5 – 20 mm. Thickness of the layer 0 to 15 cm. Numerous animal burrows; sterile. – On the surface of SE14 there were
found several stone artefacts in the lowest horizon of SE10 – datable to the Palaeolithic period.
SE15 Granite (bedrock)
Bedrock, granite with heavily weathered surface.
SE16 Stone structure (Qu. F1+F2)
Closely packed stone setting, disturbed by pits SE 13 IF and 20 IF, remaining extension 1.0 x
0.5 m, height approx. 15 cm. Angular stones of granite and rhyolite of 5 to 20 cm length.
SE17 Enclosure of the stone circle (Fig. 17)
Stone circle approx. 11 m eastward of the Goulet, diameter approx. 6 m, double stone alignment,
in the north incompletely preserved, in the east 4 to 5 stone rows – there the width amounts to 70 - 75
cm, otherwise 35 – 40 cm. Angular stones of red rhyolite, black patinated rock (= grey rhyolite?) and
granite, length 20 – 30 cm in average, upper edge approx. 3 to 12 cm above the surface of the terrain.
SE18 Stone circle, stone dispersion in the east
Dense scatter of angular stones in the eastern part of the stone circle, limited to the east by the
enclosure SE17. Material of approx. 70% black patinated and approx. 30% red rhyolite; diameter
approx. 4 – 10 cm.
SE19 Pit filling (Qu. F1+F2)
Loose sandy gravel.
SE20 Pit interface (to SE 19; Qu. F1+F2)
Irregular pit system consisting of more than five smaller and larger pits, form and size cf. fig. 21.
Length E-W 2.2 m, width >1.0 m. Lateral interface steep to moderately steep, base irregularly concave.
SE21 Stone dispersion in the north
Loose dispersion of angular stones, limited by the external enclosure SE 8a, by the corridor SE3
and the enclosure of the paving SE4. Material: approx. 60% black patinated and approx. 40% of red
rhyolite. Size: Diameter of the components averaged 4 – 10 cm, size increasing towards the west (diameter up to 12, single stones up to about 15 cm). In quadrat E9 the stone dispersion is relatively
dense, components red and black patinated rhyolite, diameter 2 to 7 cm, in the neighbourhood of two
outcrops of bedrock; uncertain, if artificial.
Frequency of the stones per square meter within a representative test area: 6 pieces black patinated rhyolite, fresh surface of fracture light grey, reddish, dark grey, greenish-grey. 5 pieces of red
rhyolite, 3 pieces of granite. 1 piece of feldspar (dyke rock) – sum 15 pieces.
Interpretation: The stone scatter probably has been placed artificially, as it does not extend to the
outside of the Goulet.
SE22 Stone dispersion in the south
Loose dispersion of angular stones, limited by the external enclosure SE 8b, by the corridor SE3
and the enclosure of the paving SE6. Material: approx. 65% black patinated and approx. 35% red
rhyolite, with scattered granite. Size: Diameter of the components averaged 5 to 12 cm.
Frequency of the stones per square meter within a representative test area:
9 pieces black-patinated rhyolite, fresh surface of fracture light grey to dark grey; 6 pieces of red
or reddish-black rhyolite, red to grey when broken; 3 pieces of reddish-black patinated grained rhyolite; total: 18 pieces.
Interpretation: The stone dispersion probably has been placed artificially, since it does not extend
to the outside of the Goulet.
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SE23 Stone circle, stone dispersion in the west
Close dispersion of angular stones in the northwestern part of the stone circle. The enclosure
SE17 is incompletely preserved in this area. The dispersion stretches beyond the enclosure of the
stone circle. - Interpretation: The stone dispersion is either younger than the stone circle or has partially been shifted later on. - Material: approx. 80% black-patinated rhyolite and approx. 20% of red
rhyolite; Diameter approx. 2 to 7 cm.
Between the stone dispersions SE18 and SE23 there is a further stone dispersion of low density.
Size of the components, materials and percentage of materials are similar to that of SE18.
SE24 Stone dispersion
Extension approx. 12 x 15 m, irregular form, possibly consists of several single stone dispersions.
Disturbed by several camel paths, unclearly bounded in the southwest.
Dense scatter of angular stones, diameter 4 to 12 cm. Material: black-patinated rhyolite approx.
80% and dark red rhyolite approx. 20%, with a few pieces of granite. In the central east area there is
an unclearly defined scatter of smaller angular stones (diameter 2 to 5 cm) on a surface of approx. 2 x
7 m.
SE25 Stone dispersion
Inside the western part of SE24 there is a tight scatter of fine debris covering approx. 1 m², diameter of the components 2 to max. 5 cm. Material: black-patinated rhyolite approx. 80%, dark red rhyolite
approx. 20% and a few pieces of granite.
SE26 Stone dispersion
Inside the eastern part of SE24 there is a tight scatter of fine debris on a surface of approx. 1 m²,
extending with no exact border over a surface of >2 m diameter. Size of the components 2 to 5 cm,
some larger. Material: black-patinated rhyolite approx. 50%, dark red rhyolite approx. 50% and a few
pieces of granite.
SE27 Stone dispersion
Dimensions ca. 5 x 5 m, layout irregularly circular. Moderately tight dispersion of angular stones,
diameter of the components 4 to 15 cm. Material: black-patinated rhyolite approx. 30% and dark red
rhyolite approx. 70%, some pieces of granite.
SE28 Stone dispersion
In the northern part of SE27 there is a tight scatter of fine debris in an oval area of 3 x 2.4 m, diameter of the components 1.5 to 4 cm. Material: black-patinated rhyolite approx. 70% and dark red
rhyolite approx. 30%.
SE29 Stone dispersion
Extends over 6 x 5.5 m, layout irregularly circular. Dense to moderately dense dispersion of fine
debris, diameter of the components 1.5 to 5 cm, some larger (diameter 6 to 15 cm). Material: black patinated rhyolite approx. 50% and dark red rhyolite approx. 50%.
In the northwest, the stone dispersion extends beyond the enclosure of the Goulet; which is incompletely preserved in this area (=SE8b). - Interpretation: Either the stone dispersion is younger than
the enclosure, or a part of the stone dispersion has been shifted later on.
SE30 Stone dispersion
Dimensions 4 x 3.6 m, layout irregularly circular. Relatively dense scatter of fine debris, diameter
of the components 2 to 6 cm, single pieces larger (diameter 7 to 17 cm), predominantly in the border
area, loosely scattered. Material: black-patinated rhyolite approx. 50%, light red to dark red rhyolite
approx. 50% and a few pieces of granite, one white quartz item.
SE31 Stone dispersion
Extension 6 x 4 m, oval form. Dense to moderately dense scatter of fine debris, diameter of the
components 1.5 to 5 cm, with larger components in a loose dispersion (diameter 6 to 13 cm). Material:
black-patinated rhyolite approx. 40% and dark red rhyolite approx. 60%, a few pieces of granite, one
green rock (dyke rock in the rhyolite).
SE32 Stone dispersion
Extension 6.4 x 3.4 m, form oval. Dense (in the west) to moderately dense (in the east) dispersion
of fine debris, diameter of the components 1.5 to 6 cm and a few bigger components up to 10 cm.
Material: black-patinated rhyolite approx. 50%, dark red rhyolite approx. 50% and a few pieces of
granite and “green rock” (dyke rock in the rhyolite). – FNr. 31 flake, chert.
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SE33 Stone dispersion
Extension 5.2 x 4.2 m, layout irregularly oval. Dense to moderately dense dispersion of fine debris,
diameter of the components 1 to 4 cm with a few larger components (diameter 5 to 12 cm), two bigger
stones (diameter up to 17 cm). Material: black-patinated rhyolite approx. 40%, dark red rhyolite
approx. 60%, a few pieces of granite and “green” rock (dyke rock in the rhyolite).
SE34 = SE10 Fine gravel with silt (Qu. F1)
Excavation: Qu. F1, DOF 4 and section no. 3. – Grey silty gravel, in the lower horizon with a portion of reddish rock detritus. At the bottom consolidated.
SE35 Pit interface (excavation, Qu. F1, to SE37)
Outline circular, diameter 0.3 m, depth 0.28 m. Lateral surfaces are steeply-inclined, bottom
strongly concave. The interface reaches to the bedrock (SE15).
SE36 = SE4 Stone structure
Excavation, Qu. F1+F2, feature in DOF 1a: After clearing the wind-blown sand and loose recumbent stones there appeared a single-row curvilinear stone structure of angular and rounded stones,
length 15 to 25 cm. Material: predominantly black-patinated rhyolite, some of red rhyolite, single granite boulders.
SE37 Pit-filling (excavation, Qu. F1, to SE35 IF)
Gravel with light grey matrix, relatively heavily consolidated, a few angular and rounded stones,
Length 5 to 12 cm. No finds.

Goats in the Wadi Tifariti
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Fig. 19: Goulet, site no. 338, grid system and square numbering.
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3

Excavation results

The excavation area with an extent of 4.5 x 3 m was set up to continue and enlarge the
investigations in the western part of the Goulet begun by Joaquim Soler in 2006 as in this
area a burial could be supposed – provided the Goulet was built as a grave monument. The
following features could be excavated in parts: the corridor SE3, the paving north SE5, the
paving south SE7 and the stone dispersion SE11.
In this chapter, the results are summarized and the stratigraphy is described – for a detailed description of the stratigraphic units cf. section no.2.4.
Under a thin layer of wind-blown sand there occurs the trampling surface SE9 IF forming
a slightly wavy surface sloping gently to the west. The stones of the pavings SE5 and SE7
are partially pressed into this surface by walking. The lower edge of the small boulders of the
stone alignment of the corridor is up to 10 cm below this surface. So the old surface of the
terrain has still been preserved from the time of the erection of the monument and later on
neither use nor erosion has noticeably changed it.
However, several pits (SE13 IF) dating to the modern period have been dug in the area
of the excavation and were backfilled with loose sediment (SE12). In addition, there are
countless disturbances by animal burrows, animal passages and root holes which partially
reach down to the bedrock.
The stone alignment SE36, not visible on the surface of the areas F1 and F2 forms part
of the northern enclosure of the Goulet and is identical with SE4.
The trampling surface SE9 IF corresponds with the surface of SE10, a 20 – 40 cm thick
gravel layer with sandy-silty matrix in which the numerous disturbances and the pits SE 13 IF
are sunken. It is remarkable that all pottery finds which could be recovered in the original
position, came from either the topmost horizon of SE10, or were situated exactly on the
trampling surface SE 9 IF, or appeared between the stones of the pavings SE5 and SE7.
Therefore we can assume that the finds dispersion concurs, most likely and and in the main,
with the erection and use of the stone monument although, of course, a former use of the
area cannot be excluded. The archaeological finds layer SE10 could also be regarded as a
geological layer which only in the uppermost horizon has been slightly changed by walking
and use.
The irregular stone dispersion SE11 consists of an aggregation of rounded and conchoidal weathered granite and few blocks of rhyolite of 25 to 37 cm diameter, in the marginal
areas there are angular stones of approx. 15 cm length. As the feature consists only of one
layer it cannot be defined as a mound and not as a burial mound (Tumulus) because no burial has been detected within it.
In the lowermost horizon of SE10 on the surface of SE14, (Middle?) Palaeolithic stone artefacts of heavily patinated rhyolite are present: there are two artefacts in Qu. G2 and at least
four more from in Qu. F1. The high density of finds within such a small area indicates that
this spot within the later Goulet has already been occupied, much earlier in the Palaeolithic
period.
Below layer SE10 there is only the weathered material SE14 (rock detritus) and the bedrock granite SE15.
The excavation results show an occupation of the place during the Palaeolithic period
(Middle-Palaeolithic?) and later on in the period slightly before (?), during and after the establishment of the Goulet.
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Fig. 20: Goulet, site no. 338, areas G1, G2, H2. DOF3, view to the southeast:
southeast SE2 IF
excavation Soler 2006 and SE13 IF pits dating to the modern period.
period

Fig. 21: Goulet, site
te no. 338, areas G1, G2, H1, H2, view to the east – DOF4: surface of SE 14
rock detritus.
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Fig. 22: Goulet, site no. 338, areas F1, F2; DO2 / DOF3, view to the east:
SE 4 enclosure of the paving in the north; SE 9 trampling surface; SE 10 fine gravel with silt.

Fig. 23: Goulet, site no. 338, area F1, SE 10, stone implement in situ, FNr. AL93.
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4

Archaeological objects near the Goulet

Remarks: The Goulet, site no. 338, is called "AL1" internally, an abbreviation for the
name "Abella Legtef" used by J. Soler. -The indicated distances refer to the survey point P4
at the eastern side of the stone circle in the east of the Goulet. – The following objects are
not indicated in the site map by Garfi 2008.

4.1

Object AL2: Stone setting

Position: 28 m southsoutheast of the stone circle of the
Goulet; slope inclination approx. 2°. Gravel surface.
Features: Stone setting, square, extension 0.55 x 0.55 m.
Densely packed angular stones and field stones of grey and
red rhyolite and granite. Length of the components 5 to 15 cm.
Documentation: October 28th, 2009; S. Ehrenreich and
G. Fuchs.
Fig. 24: Object AL2
Finds:
FNr. AL111 Flake, chert, speckled, brown and grey, GSM retouches, length 17, width 35, thickness 10 mm. Upper Palaeolithic.
FNr. AL112 Scraper?, chert, speckled, brown, heavily patinated, at the left edge GSM retouches,
l 37, w 27, th 9 mm. Upper Palaeolithic.
Fig. 25: FNr. AL111

Fig. 26: FNr. AL112

4.2

Object AL3: Stone setting

Position: 39 m southsoutheast of the stone circle of the Goulet; slope inclination approx.
2°. Gravel surface.
Features: Irregular oval stone layer, extension 1.05 x 0.8 m. Angular stones of grey and
red rhyolite and granite. Length of the components 6 to 16 cm.
Documentation: October 28th, 2009; S. Ehrenreich and G. Fuchs.- No finds.
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Fig. 27: Object AL3

4.3

Object AL4: Stone setting

Position: 41 m southsoutheast of the stone circle of the Goulet; slope inclination approx.
2°. Gravel surface.
Features: Irregular round stone setting, extension 0.54 x 0.45 m. Angular stones of grey
and red rhyolite. Length of the components 7 to 13 cm.
Documentation: October 28th, 2009; S. Ehrenreich and G. Fuchs.- No finds.

Fig. 28: Object AL4
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4.4

Object AL5: Stone setting

Position: 48 m southsoutheast of the stone circle of the Goulet; slope inclination approx.
2°. Gravel surface.
Features: Stone
setting,
arrangement roughly linear,
extension 0.75 x
0.21 m. Field stones
of grey and dark red
rhyolite. Length of
the components 10
to 24 cm.
Documentation:
October 28th, 2009;
S. Ehrenreich and
G. Fuchs.
Fig. 29: Object AL5
Finds: FNr. AL113 Flake, chert, speckled, brown, with cortex, 50 x 26 mm, th. 15 mm. Upper Palaeolithic.

Fig. 30: FNr. AL113

4.5

Object AL6: Stone setting

Position: 41 m to the south of the stone
circle of the Goulet; slope inclination approx.
2°. Gravel surface.
Features: Roughly circular stone setting,
dm 0.45 m. Setting of grey and red rhyolite
and granite. Length of the components 6 to
14 cm.
Documentation: October
S. Ehrenreich and G. Fuchs.

Fig. 31: Object AL6.
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Finds: FNr. AL110 Debris of white quartz, l 25, w 16, th 10 mm.

Fig.32: FNr. AL 110, quartz.

4.6

Object AL7: Stone setting

Position: 50 m to the south of the stone circle of the Goulet; slope inclination approx. 2°.
Gravel surface.
Features: Square aggregation of rounded and angular stones, extension 1.1 x 1.1 m. Material grey and red rhyolite and granite. Length of the components 10 to 20 cm, relatively
densely packed, several stones placed upright. - Documentation: October 28th, 2009; S.
Ehrenreich and G. Fuchs.
Remark: 1 m to the southwest there is a small aggregation of weathered boulders of granite and
rhyolite – uncertain, if artificial.

Fig. 33: Object AL7
Finds:
FNr. AL104 Green hard rock, surface heavily abraded, not artificial, l 31, w 20, th 11 mm (no fig.).
FNr. AL105 Pottery, bodysherd, temper medium, grain size medium, exterior and fracture surface
grey, inside light brown, surface smoothed, 22 x 17 mm, th 5-6 mm (no fig.).
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FNr. AL106 Pottery, bodysherd, temper medium, grain size medium, with several coarse components, colour grey, surface smoothed, 24 x 33 mm, th 5-7 mm (no fig.).
FNr. AL107 Debris of chert, deep brown with brighter spots, cortex preserved, l 33, w 30,
th 10 mm (Fig. 34).
FNr. AL108 Flake, quartz, white, l 33, w 30, th 9 mm (Fig. 35).
FNr. AL109 Pottery, bodysherd, temper medium, grain size medium, outside brown, inside and
fracture surface grey, surface smoothed, 35 x 22 mm, th 7 mm (no fig.).

Fig. 34: FNr. AL107.

4.7

Fig. 35: FNr. AL108.

Object AL8: Aggregation of stones

Position: Distance 56 m to the southwest of the stone circle of the Goulet; slope inclination approx. 2°. Gravel surface.

Fig. 36: Object AL 8.
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Features: Aggregation of stones
ston on a sand pile caused by growth of vegetation, form in
the ground view irregularly round, extension 1.05 x 1.45 m; partially eroded. In the southsouth
west curved alignment of five set stones. Material: grey and red rhyolite and granite. Length
of the components approx. 12 to 17 cm. - Interpretation: Remains of a stone setting of a fireplace. - Documentation: October 28th, 2009; S. Ehrenreich and G. Fuchs. - No finds.
Remark: 1 m to southwest
west there is a small aggregation of weathered boulders of granite and rhyorhy
lite – uncertain, if artificial.

4.8

Object AL9: Aggregation of stones

Position: 53 m to the south of the stone circle of the Goulet; slope inclination approx. 2°.
Gravel surface.
Features: Irregular aggregation
gation of angular stones and rounded stones of 8 to 15 cm
length, extension
sion 1.1 x 0.6 m, material of red rhyolite and granite. Limits to the northwest and
southwest more or less straight, in the east rather blurred. Documentation: October 28th,
2009; S. Ehrenreich and G. Fuchs.

Fig. 37: Object AL 9.
Finds:
FNr. AL97 Debris of quartz, white translucent, l 15, w 11, th 6 mm (no fig.).
FNr. AL98 Core remnant,, chert, red brown, l 35, w 30, th 17 mm (Fig. 38).
FNr. AL99 Scraper, chert, grey-brown
grey
mottled and speckled, edge on the right with unifacial rer
touch, cutting edge with unifacial retouch (oppositional), l 49, w 30, th 10 mm (Fig. 39).
39)
FNr. AL100 "Chisel"
hisel" of rock crystal, transparent,
transparen clourless,, at the top negative chipping mark with
oppositional GSM retouches, at the base fractured surface with lateral chips, all the other surfaces are
formed as natural
ral crystal surfaces (not worked).
worked Use as a chisel, burin,, retoucher? L 29, w 11,
th 10 mm (Fig. 40).
FNr. AL101 Scraper, chert, blotchy medium brown,
brown greenish-grey,
grey, light grey, auburn. Made from
blade flake, at the left edge GSM retouches, l 45, w 24, th 10 mm (Fig. 41).
FNr. AL102 Flake, chert, light grey translucent, l 26, w 30, th 6 mm (Fig. 42).
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FNr. AL103 Pottery, bodysherd,
bodysherd, temper medium, grain size medium to rough, colour grey, surface
rough, 25 x 17 mm, thickness 6 to 7 mm (Fig. 43).
Fig. 39: FNr. AL99, silex.
s
>

< Fig. 38: FNr. AL98, silex.
s

Fig.. 40: FNr.
AL100, rock crystal.

Fig. 41: FNr. AL101, silex.
ilex.

Fig. 42: FNr. AL102, silex.
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4.9

Object AL10: Stone paving

Position: 90 m to the south of the stone circle of the Goulet; slope inclination approx. 3°.
Gravel surface. Located on a low terrace in a gently inclined hillside position directly to the
northeast of a rock ridge.
Features (Fig. 44): Rectangular paving of angular and rounded stones, extension 4.5 x
4.45 m. Material of grey and red rhyolite and granite. Length of the components: 10 to 28 cm.
Straight border in the south-east and north-east, orientations 226° and 316°. In the northwest
and southwest there is no exact border, scatter moderately dense.
Interpretation: habitation site of the Upper Palaelithic, the structure could correspond to a
dwelling place. – Documentation: October 29th, 2009; S. Ehrenreich and G. Fuchs.

Abb. 44: Object AL10, view to the west.
Finds:
FNr. AL114 Scraper?, chert, brown, heavily patinated, l 46, w 37, th 14 mm. Upper Palaeolithic
(Fig. 45).
FNr. AL115 Debris of chert, multicoloured (deep brown, light brown and grey - striped and mottled), heavily patinated, l 39, w 51, th 20 mm. Upper Palaeolithic (Fig. 46).
47).

FNr. AL116 Point?, chert, brown, heavily patinated, l 35, w 29, th 6 mm. Upper Palaeolithic (Fig.
FNr. AL117 Flake, chert, light grey to dark grey, l 27, w 24, th 6 mm (Fig. 48).
FNr. AL118 Flake, quartz, white, l 22, w 11, th 7 mm (Fig. 49).

FNr. AL119 Flake, chert, brown, blotchy, partly auburn, heavily patinated, l 52, w 45, th 16 mm.
Upper Palaeolithic (Fig. 50).
51).
52).

FNr. AL120 Flake, chert, brown, heavily patinated, l 26, w 16, th 6 mm. Upper Palaeolithic (Fig.
FNr. AL121 Flake, chert, brown, heavily patinated, l 41, w 27, th 17 mm. Upper Palaeolithic (Fig.
FNr. AL122.1 Debris of quartz, white, l 17, w 14, th 8 mm (no fig.).
FNr. AL122.2 Flake, quartz, white, l 22, w 13, th 7 mm (no fig.).
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FNr. AL123 Flake, chert, brown, heavily patinated, l 31, w 18, th 8 mm (no fig.).
54).

FNr. AL124 Scraper, chert, brown, heavily patinated, l 20, w 23, th 8 mm. Upper Palaeolithic (Fig.

FNr. AL125 Fragment of chert, light brown to light grey, heavily patinated, l 20, w 28, th 15 mm.
Upper Palaeolithic (Fig. 55).
FNr. AL126 Scraper, chert, medium brown to light brown, heavily patinated, marginal retouche,
l 37, w 28, th 11 mm. Upper Palaeolithic (Fig. 56).

Fig. 45: FNr. AL114, silex.

Fig. 46: FNr. AL115, silex.

Fig. 47: FNr. AL116, silex.

Fig. 48: FNr. AL117, silex
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Fig. 49, FNr. AL118, quartz.

Fig. 50: FNr. AL119, silex.

Fig. 52: FNr. AL121, silex.

Fig. 51: FNr. AL120, silex.

Fig. 53: FNr. AL122.2, quartz.

Fig. 54: FNr. AL124, silex.
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Fig. 56: FNr. AL126, silex.
s

Fig. 55: FNr. AL125, silex.
s

4.10 Object AL11: Stone paving
pavin
Position:: On a low terrace in a gently inclined hillside position directly northeast
northe
of a rock
ridge. 78 m southsouthwest
west of the stone circle of the Goulet; slope inclination approx. 3°.
Gravel surface.

Fig. 57: Object AL11, view to the west.
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Features: Quite similar to object AL10. - Rectangular paving of angular stones, extension
5.5 x 4.4 m (Fig. 58). Material of grey and red rhyolite and granite. Length of the components
12 to 25 cm. Border in the south is straight, orientation 270°. On the other sides there is no
exact border, dispersion moderately dense.
The southwest corner is formed by four blocks up to 36 x 36 cm, in this area there are two irregular
rectangular structures of medium-sized angular stones with a paving of fine gravel. Length
respectively approx. 1.0 m.
Interpretation: habitation site, the structure could correspond to a dwelling place.
Documentation: October 29th, 2009; S. Ehrenreich and G. Fuchs.
Finds: Several potsherds and a number of stone artefacts were noticed – no finds collected.

Fig. 58: Object AL11, view to the north and to the Goulet, site no. 338.

4.11 Objekt AL12: Two Tumuli
Position: approx. 205 m southeast of VP P3 (Goulet, the westernmost point of the axis),
in a hillside position, slightly below the hilltop and to the southwest of a rocky ridge, slope
inclination approx. 10° direction west.
GPS co-ordinates: Determining position on October 26th, 2009, device Garmin Etrex.
Centre of the western tumulus: N 26°16,676’; W 10°35,893’
Situation: two tumuli, one of them a tumulus of the Bazina type (Fig. 59). – Documentation not carried out. Further objects are situated to the south of it.
Survey: October 26th, 2009; E. Bruder, S. Ehrenreich, G. Fuchs, S.M.Kori, M. Milburn
(Fig. 60).
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Fig. 59: Object AL12, location of the two tumuli in the centre of the photo, view to the northwest.

Fig. 60: Mark Milburn and Sidi Mohammed Kori during the visit of
site no. AL12.
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5

Finds

5.1

Finds from the Goulet

5.1.1 List of finds
Table 2: List of the finds from the Goulet, site no. 338
FNr
AL date
1 13.10.2009
2 13.10.2009
3 14.10.2009
4 14.10.2009
5 15.10.2009
6 18.10.2009
7 18.10.2009
8 18.10.2009

SE
area no material
F1
0 stone
I4
0 burnt clay
G2
1 burnt clay
G2
12 burnt clay
G2
12 burnt clay
G2
14 stone
G2
0 burnt clay
G1
0 stone
G2+
H2
10 faunal remain
G2
10 burnt clay
G1
10 burnt clay
G1
10 burnt clay
F2
9 faunal remain
F1
10 burnt clay
F1+F
2
10 burnt clay
F2
10 stone
F1
10 burnt clay
F1
10 stone
F1
10 burnt clay
F1
10 burnt clay
F1
10 stone
F1
10 burnt clay
F17
0 stone
G19
0 burnt clay
F2
10 burnt clay
G2
12 stone
E9
0 stone
F2
19 stone
F1
10 burnt clay
F1
10 stone
32 stone
F1
0 burnt clay
stone

9
10
11
12
13
14

19.10.2009
19.10.2009
19.10.2009
20.10.2009
21.10.2009
21.10.2009

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

21.10.2009
21.10.2009
21.10.2009
22.10.2009
22.10.2009
22.10.2009
22.10.2009
22.10.2009
22.10.2009
22.10.2009
22.10.2009
14.10.2009
24.10.2009
24.10.2009
24.10.2009
24.10.2009
25.10.2009
25.10.2009
25.10.2009

34
35
36
37

25.10.2009 25.10.2009 26.10.2009 F1
26.10.2009 G4

-

stone
burnt clay
0 burnt clay
0 stone

find object
quartz flake
pottery
pottery, decorated
pottery
pottery, decorated
stone artefacts
pottery
not artificial
bone
pottery
pottery
pottery
bone
pottery

comments
surface
surface

surface of SE14
from animal burrow
north section

N 1.20 m; E 0.1 m; level. -0.38

S 0.6 m; W 1.02 m; level. -0.13

pottery, decorated
silex implements
pottery
quartz flake
pottery
pottery, decorated
chert flake
pottery, decorated
chert flake
pottery
pottery
quartz flake
chert flake
artificial?
pottery
silex
chert flake
pottery
chert, backed knife
rubbing stone /
hammer stone
pottery
pottery
chert flake
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from sieving
S 0.61 m; W 2.52 m; level. -0.17
S 0.04 m; W 2.21 m; level. -0.14
S 0.43 m; W 2.06 m; level. -0.13
from sieving
N 0.75 m; E 0.81 m; surface
N 1.15 m; E 1.20 m; surface
S 0.29 m; W 0.05 m; level -0.21
S 0.05 m; W 0.65 m; surface
S 0.16; W 1,81
S 0.98; W 2.24
western part
stray find
surface, 1 m west of VP P12
surface, VP P16
surface, VP P17
N 0.50; E 1.38; surface
N 1.33; W 0.53; surface
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38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89

26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
26.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009
27.10.2009

G3
G2
G3
G3
G3
G4
G5
H5
H6
H7
H7
I7
I7
F16
E2
E1
E2
F3
F3
F3
F3
E3
F3
E4
F5
E5
F6
E7
E7
F7
F8
E8
D7
C6
C6
C8
D8
C10
F10
F10
F10
G7
G8
G8
G8
H8
H8
H8
H8
I8
I8
J8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

burnt clay
stone
stone
stone
stone
animal remain
stone
stone
burnt clay
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
animal remain
stone
burnt clay
stone
stone
stone
burnt clay
stone
burnt clay
stone
stone
burnt clay
stone
burnt clay
stone
burnt clay
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
burnt clay
stone
stone
burnt clay
stone
stone
stoned
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone

pottery, decorated
quartz flake
chert flake
chert flake
quartz flake
shell?
quartz flake
quartz flake
pottery
chert flake
chert flake
quartz flake
quartz flake
chert point
eggshell?
quartz flake
pottery
chert flake
artefact?
quartz flake
pottery
quartz flake
pottery
quartz flake
quartz flake
pottery
quartz flake
pottery
chert flake
pottery
chert microlith
quartz flake
quartz flake
quartz, debris
chert flake
pottery
chert flake
quartz, debris
pottery
chert flake
chert flake
quartz flake
quartz flake
quartz flake
hammer stone?
quartz flake
quartz flake
quartz flake
quartz flake
quartz flake
chert, debris
chert flake
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N 0.78; W 1.06; surface
of paving
S 0.28; E 1.16; surface
S 0.70; E 0.45; surface
S 1.40; E 0.56; surface
N 1.00; E 0.91; surface
S 0.05; E 0.85; surface
S 0.55; W 0.45; surface
N 0.95; E 1.0; surface
N 0.75; W 0.42; surface
N 0.00; W 1.77; surface
N 0.03; W 2.07; surface
N 0.53; E 1.30; surface
N 0.12; E 0.50; surface
S 0.10; W 0.54; surface
N 1.20; E 0.80; surface
S 0.29; E 0.85; surface
S 1.13; W 0.10; surface
N 0.20; W 1.00; surface
N 0.85; W 0.36; surface
N 1.57; W 1.3; surface
S 0.9; W 1.84; surface
S 1.33; E 1.45; surface
S 1.00; E 0.10; surface
S 1.45; W 0.65; surface
N 1.57;E 0.55; surface
S 1.73; E 0.70; surface
N 0.72; E 1.35; surface
N 0.36; W 0.95; surface
S 0.45; E 0.21; surface
N 1.22; W 0.90; surface
N 0.85; W 0.31; surface
S 0.40; W 0.80; surface
S 0.10; W 1.45; surface
S 0.12; W 1.17; surface
S 0.26; W 0.70; surface
S 1.34; W 0,.65; surface
N 2.24; E 0.70; surface
S 1.35; E 1.60; surface
N 0.47; E 1.00; surface
N 0.57; E 0.15; surface
N 1.50; W 0.45; surface
S 0.12; E 1.05; surface
N 0.95; W 0.48; surface
N 0.65; W 1.32; surface
N 1.80; W 1.19; surface
N 0.20; E 0.95; surface
N 1.05; E 0.14; surface
S 1.25; E 0.53; surface
S 0.75; E 0.52; surface
N 1.15; E 1.66; surface
S 0.85; E 2.30; surface
S 0.30; E 0.35; surface
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90
91
92
93
94
(95)
96
127
128

28.10.2009
28.10.2009
28.10.2009
28.10.2009
28.10.2009

F1
F1
F1
F1
F1

28.10.2009 F1
28.10.2009 F1
F1+
29.10.2009 F2
29.10.2009 -

10
10
10
10
10

stone
stone
stone
stone
stone

10 organic
10 stone
0 stone
0 burnt clay

chert flake
quartz flake
scraper, rhyolite
core, chert?
scraper, chert?
charcoal
artefact, rhyolite

S 1.47; W 1.40; level. -0.23; PAL
S 1.65: W 1.45; level. -0.26
S 1.25; W 1.55; level. -0.23; PAL
S 1.82; W 1.85; level. -0.25; PAL
S 1.75; W 2.00; level. -0.26; PAL
S 1.88; W 1.75; level. -0,39;
surface of SE14 – sample lost
S 1.30; W 1.33; level. -0,32

flakes
pottery

from sieving, PAL
from the spoil

5.1.2 Description of finds
AL1 Flake of colourless, transparent quartz (rock crystal), l 48 mm, w 29 mm, th 10 mm, back retouching near the point, edge concave with GSM retouches (Fig. 61).

Fig. 61:
FNr. AL1, rock crystal, area F1, surface.

AL2 Pottery, body sherd, temper strong, grain size fine to medium, outside reddish brown, inside
light brown, fracture surface dark grey, surface smoothed, 18 x 16 mm, th 6 mm, brush decoration (no
fig.).

Fig. 62: FNr. AL3+5+12+22, area G2, SE1.
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AL3+5+12+22 Pottery, 4 rim
im sherds / body sherds fitting
fi ting together, temper medium, grain size mem
dium, partly organic, colour grey, surface smoothed, height 90 mm, preserved
served width 82 mm, thickness
7 mm. Decoration: 2 rows of inclined impressions arranged in lines under the rim and on the shoulder,
confined on top and below by a horizontal scratched line (Fig. 62).
AL4.1 Pottery, rim sherd, temper strong, grain size fine to medium, inside dark grey, surface
smoothed, 22 x 19 mm, thickness
ess 9 mm (Fig.
(
63).
AL4.2 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, partly organic, colour grey-brown,
grey brown, surface smoothed,
42 x 36 mm, thickness 7 mm, decorated with impressions (Fig. 63).
AL4.3 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, colour grey-brown,
grey
surface smoothed, length <2 cm, decorated with a scratched line (Fig. 63).
AL4.4 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, colour grey-brown,
grey
surface smoothed, 22 x 17 mm, thickness 7.5 mm, decoration:
decorati
inclined impressions arranged in lines,
confined
fined by a scratched line and two very fine lines at a right angle (Fig. 63).
AL4.5-10 Pottery, 6 body
ody sherds, undecorated, temper medium, grain size medium, partly oro
ganic, colour grey-brown, surface
e smoothed,
smoothe length 42 to <20 mm (Fig. 63).

Fig. 63: FNr. AL4.1-10, area G2, SE12.
AL4.11+10.1+11 Pottery, three body sherds fitting together, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, colour grey-brown,
grey
surface smoothed, 65 x 60 mm, thickness
thick
6-7
7 mm (Fig. 64).

Fig. 64: Pottery, three body sherds, AL4.11+10.1+11 found at
Fig
different locations: area G2, SE12; area G2, SE10 and area G1,
SE10.

AL5  cf. AL3+5+12+22
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AL6.1 Core, rhyolite, heavily patinated, 62 x 62 x 35 mm. Palaeolithic (Fig. 65).

Fig. 65: FNr. AL6.1, area G2, surface of SE 14, core, rhyolite.
AL6.2 Flake, rhyolite, heavily patinated, 50 x 66 x 14 mm. Palaeolithic.

Fig. 66: FNr. AL6.2, area G2, surface of SE 14, flake, rhyolite.
AL7.1 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, colour dark grey,
surface smoothed, l 40 mm, th 6.5 mm (no fig.)
AL7.2 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, colour dark grey ,
surface smoothed, l 28 mm, th 6.5 mm.
AL8 Chert?, probably not artificial (no fig.).
AL9 Animal remains (no fig.).
AL10.1 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, colour of the fracture surface black, surface smoothed, 21 x 40 mm, thickness 7-8 mm (no fig.).
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AL10.2 Pottery, body sherd,, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, color of the fracture surface black, surface smoothed,
smoot
14 x 11 mm, thickness 8 mm (no fig.)
AL11  see AL4.11+10.1+11.
AL4.11+10.1+11
AL12 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, colour dark grey,
surface smoothed, 27 x 32 mm, thickness 4-7
4 mm (Fig. 67).
AL13 Animal remains (no fig.).
AL14 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size fine to medium, partly organic, colour outside grey-brown, fracture surface dark grey, surface smoothed, 46 x 41
1 mm, thickness 6-9
6 mm.

Fig. 67, FNr. AL12, area G1, SE10.

Fig.. 68, FNr. AL15, area F1/F2, SE10.
SE10

AL15 Pottery, rim sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, dark grey, surface
smoothed, 22 x 20 mm, thickness 8 mm, decorated with inclined impressions arranged in lines, conco
fined by a scratched line on top and below (Fig. 68).
AL16.1 Flake, chert, bright grey-brown,
g
15 x 10 x 5 mm (no fig.).
AL16.2 artefact? chert? red brown (no fig.).
AL17 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, dark grey, surface
smoothed, 16 x 16 mm, thickness 5.5 mm (no fig.).
AL18 Flake, quartz, white, 25 x 33 x 10 mm (Fig. 69).

Fig. 69: FNr. AL18, area F1, SE10, quartz.
q

Fig. 70: FNr. AL19, area F1, SE10, pottery.

AL19 Pottery, body sherd, undecorated, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic,
colour grey, surface smoothed, 20 x 24 mm, thickness
thic
4-6 mm (Fig. 70).
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AL20 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, partly organic, outside light brown,
inside dark brown, fracture surface dark grey, surface smoothed, 35 x 44 mm, thickness 8 mm. Decorated
ted with inclined impressions arranged in lines, confined by a scratched
line on top and below (Fig. 71).

Fig. 72: FNr. AL21, area F1, SE 10, silex.
s
Fig. 71: FNr. AL20, area 1, SE 10, pottery.
pottery
AL21 Flake, chert;; mottled yellow, brown and reddish brown, heavily patinated, 21 x 21 x 6 mm
(Fig: 72).
AL22  see AL3+5+12+22
AL23 Scraper, chert, light
ght grey, translucent, edge retouches, 25 x 25 x 8 mm (Fig. 73).

Fig 73, FNr. AL23, area 17, surface, silex.
Fig.
AL24 Pottery, body sherd, temper strong, grain size medium, outside and inside red brown, fracture surface dark grey, surface slightly rough, 20 x 13 mm, thickness 6.5 – 8 mm (no fig.)
AL25 Pottery, body sherd, temper strong, grain size fine to medium, colour dark grey, surface
smoothed, 30 x 58 mm, thickness 4.5 to 6 mm (Fig. 74).

Fig 74: FNr. AL25, area F2, SE 10, pottery.
Fig.
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AL26 Flake, chert, white, 10 x 8 x 1.5 mm (Fig. 75).

Fig. 75, FNr. AL26, area G2, SE 12, quartz.

Fig. 76, FNr. AL27, area E9, surface.

AL27 Flake with cortex, chert, light brown translucent, l 30, w 40, th 7 mm (Fig. 76).
AL28 Artefact?, material not identified (chert? rhyolite?), heavily patinated, l 35, w 33, th 8 mm
(Fig. 77).

Fig. 77, FNr. AL28, area F2, SE 19.

Fig. 78, FNr. AL 29, area F1, SE 10.

AL29 Pottery, body sherd, temper strong, grain size fine to medium, colour grey, surface
smoothed, 30 x 24 mm, thickness 7 mm (Fig. 78).
AL30 Scraper, chert, light grey reddish, translucent, percussion-point and cone recognizable,
marginal retouch, on the back side a few remains of cortex, surface heavily eroded and patinated, l 31,
w 21, th 11 mm (Fig. 79).
AL31 Flake, chert, light brown, l 9, w 16, th 5 mm (Fig. 80).
AL32 Pottery, body sherd, temper strong, grain size fine to medium, colour grey, surface
smoothed, 23 x 13 mm, thickness 5 mm (no fig.).
81).

AL33 Fragment of a backed blade, chert, brown, retouched on both sides, l 20, w 8, th 4 mm (Fig.
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Fig. 79, FNr. AL30, area F1, SE10.

Fig. 80, FNr. AL31.

Fig 81, FNr. AL33.
Fig.

AL34 rubbing stone / hammer stone, grey rhyolite, bottom side slightly convex, percussion marks
on a narrow side, chips on a long side, l 113, w 98, th 70 mm (Fig. 82).

Fig.. 82: FNr. AL34, rubbing stone / hammer stone, surface.

Fig. 83, FNr. AL35, pottery..

Fig. 84, FNr. AL37, area G4, surface, silex.
s
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AL35 Pottery, body sherd / base, temper strong, grain size medium to rough, high amount of organic material, outside and inside brown, fracture surface dark grey, surface smoothed, 64 x 63 mm,
thickness 8-21 mm. Vessel with round base? (Fig. 83).
AL36 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, organic portion, colour grey, surface smoothed, 23 x 27 mm, thickness 6-7 mm (no fig.).
AL37 Flake, chert, medium grey-brown, heavily patinated, remains of the cortex are present, l 48,
w 48, th 16 mm (Fig. 84).
AL38.1 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, amount of organic material, colour grey, surface smoothed, decoration: scratched line, traces of impressions, 33 x 33 mm, thickness
6 – 9 mm (Fig. 85, right).
AL38.2 Body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, amount of organic material, colour grey,
surface smoothed, inner surface destroyed. Decorated with inclined impressions arranged in lines,
confined by a scratched line, w 22, h 21 mm, thickness >7 mm (Fig. 85, left).

Fig. 85, FNr. AL38.1 (right), AL38.2 (left), area G3, pottery.
AL39 Flake, quartz, white, 16 x 13 x 8 mm (no fig.).
AL40 Flake, chert, reddish light grey, translucent, l 12, w 10, th 2 mm (Fig. 86).

Fig. 86, FNr. AL40, area G3, silex.

Fig. 87: AL41, area G3, silex.

AL41 Flake, chert, grey-brown opaque, l 36, w 20, th 6 mm (Fig. 87).
AL42 Flake, quartz, white, 12 x 11 x 8 mm (no fig.)
AL43 Shell? (no fig.).
AL44 Flake, quartz, white, l 23, w 18, th 4 mm (Fig. 88).
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Fig. 88, FNr. AL44, area G5, quartz.

Fig. 89, FNr. AL48, area H7, silex.

AL45 Debris of quartz, white translucent, 23 x 13 x 9 mm (no fig.).
AL46 Pottery, body sherd, temper strong, grain size medium to coarse, partly organic, outside
light brown, inside and fracture surfaces grey, surface smoothed, 40 x 28 mm, thickness 7 mm (no
fig.)
AL47 Flake, chert, reddish brown, mottled, translucent, l 12, w 13, th 2.5 mm (no fig.).
AL48 Flake, chert, medium brown, translucent, 19 x 18 x 7 mm (Fig.89).
AL49 Flake, quartz, white, 15 x 10, th 5 mm (no fig.).
AL50 Debris of quartz, white, l 20, w 10, th 14 mm (no fig.).
AL51 Point, chert, light brown translucent, bifacial retouche, preserved length 30, w 7, th 3 mm.
(Fig. 90).
AL52 Eggshell? (no fig.).
AL53 Flake, quartz, white, l 22, w 12, th 4.5 mm (no fig.).
AL54 Pottery, body sherd, temper strong, grain size medium to coarse, partly organic, outside brown, inside and fracture surfaces grey, surface rough, 25 x 22 mm, thickness 8 mm
(no fig.).
AL55 Flake, chert, yellow-brown and red brown mottled,
l 21, w 11, th 5 mm (no fig.).
AL56 Artefact?, rhyolite, red brown, l 75 mm, w 42 mm,
th 20 mm (no fig.).
AL57 Flake, quartz, white, l 22, w 13, th 6 mm. (Fig. 91).

Fig. 90, FNr. AL51, area F16, silex.

Fig. 91, FNr. AL57, area F3, quartz.
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AL58 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, organic parts, outside and fracture
surfaces grey, inside light brown, surface smoothed, 25 x 19 mm, thickness 8 mm (no fig.)
AL59 Flake, quartz, white, 11 x 11 x 6 mm (no fig.).
AL60 Pottery, bodysherd, temper strong, grain size medium to coarse,, colour grey, surface
smoothed, 21 x 25 mm, thickness 7.5 mm (no fig.).
AL61 Flake, chert, white, l 16, w 12, th 8.5
8. mm (no fig.).
AL62 Flake, quartz, white, l 18, w 10, th 6 mm (no fig.).
AL63 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, organic parts, outside orange, ini
side and fracture surfacess grey, surface weathered,
we
16 x 16 mm, thickness 7 mm (no fig.).
AL64 Flake, quartz, white, l 15, w 9, th 4 mm (no fig.).
AL65 Pottery, body sherd, temper strong, grain size medium to coarse, organic parts, outside and
inside grey-brown, fracture surfaces
surface dark grey, 26 x 26 mm, thickness 8-10
10 mm (Fig. 92).

Fig. 92, FNr. AL65, pottery.

Fig.. 93, FNr. AL66, silex.
s

Fig. 94, FNr. AL68, silex.
s

AL66 Flake, chert, brown, translucent, l 16, w 12, th 6 mm (Fig. 93).
AL67 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, organic parts, outside brown, ini
side and fracture surfacess grey, surface smoothed, 18 x 14 mm, thickness 6 mm (no fig.).
94).

AL68 Microlith, chert, light brown, both edges retouched on each side, l 15, w 12, th 6 mm (Fig.
AL69 Flake, quartz, white, l 16, w 9, th 5 mm (no fig.).
AL70 Flake quartz, white, l 20, w 14, th 7 mm (no fig.).
AL71 Debris of quartz,
tz, white, l 23, w 18, th 10 mm (no fig.).
AL72 Flake, chert, brown patinated, l 24, w 24, th 8 mm (Fig. 95).

Fig.. 95: FNr. AL72, silex.
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AL73 Pottery, body sherd, temper medium, grain size medium, organic parts, outside brown, ini
side and fracture surfacess grey, surface smoothed, 10 x 10 x 9 mm. (no fig.).
AL74 Flake, chert, brown, partly grey, l 20, B 20, th 9 mm (Fig. 96).
AL75 Debris of quartz, white, l 16, w 15, th 7.5
7. mm (no fig.).
AL76 Pottery, body sherd, temper strong, grain size medium to coarse, organic parts, colour grey,
surface smoothed, 21 x 20 mm, thickness 10 mm (no fig.).
AL77 Flake, chert, light brown translucent,
t
GSM-retouches, l 13.5, w 15, th 4 mm (Fig. 97).

Fig.. 96, FNr. AL74, area D8, silex.

Fig. 97. FNr. AL77, area F10, silex.
s

AL78 Flake, chert, light brown
brow translucent, l 19, w 21, th 2.5 mm (Fig.98).

Fig. 98, FNr. AL78, area F10, silex.
AL79 Flake, quartz, white, l 12, w 11, th 3.5
3. mm (no fig.).
AL80 Flake, quartz, white, l 22, w 8, th 5 mm (no fig.).
AL81 Flake, quartz, white, l 16, w 13, th 6.5
6. mm (no fig.).
AL82 Hammer stone? granite / rhyolite, one fracture surface,, several chips, percussion scars? on
a narrow side; l 57, w 53, th 33 mm (no fig.).
AL83 Flake, quartz, white,
hite, l 16, w 12, th 6 mm (no fig.).
AL84 Flake, quartz,
rtz, white, l 17, w 13, th 3 mm (no fig.).
AL85 Flake, quartz,
z, white, l 15, w 10, th 6.5
6. mm (no fig.).
AL86 Flake, quartz,
rtz, white, l 23, w 11, th 5 mm (no fig.).
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AL87 Flake, quartz, white, l 16, w 15, th 5 mm (no fig.)
AL88 Fragment
ragment of a core, chert, blotchy brown,, heavily patinated, l 31, w 26, th 13 mm. (Fig. 99).

Fig. 99, FNr. AL88, silex.
s

Fig. 100, FNr. AL89, silex.
s

AL89 Flake (microlith?), chert, light brown, both edges GSM-retouched, l 18, w 14, th 4.5 mm
(Fig. 100).
AL90 Scraper, chert, brown, heavily patinated, at the edges GSM-retouched,
GSM retouched, l 27, w 29, th
10 mm. Palaeolithic. (Fig. 101).

Fig. 101, FNr. AL90, area F1, SE10,
SE10 silex.

Fig. 102, FNr. AL91, area F1, SE 10, quartz.
q

AL91 Flake, quartz, light brown, l 21, w 16, th 4 mm. Palaeolithic (Fig. 102).
AL92 Scraper, rhyolite, heavily patinated, front side abraded, back side slightly patinated, less
abraded, l 89, w 49, th 19 mm. Palaeolithic
Pal
(Fig. 103).
AL93 Core, rhyolite, heavily patinated, slightly abraded, l 77, w 76, th 45 mm. Palaeolithic. (Fig.
23, 104).
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Fig. 103, FNr. AL92, area F1, SE 10, artefact, rhyolite.

Fig. 104, FNr. AL93, area F1, SE 10, rhyolite?
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AL94 Scraper?, chert, heavily patinated, marginal GSM retouches, l 34, w 22, th 7 mm. Palaeolithic (Fig.105).
AL95 Tiny charcoal fragment [lost].
AL96 Point? rhyolite, heavily patinated, point broken, remains of cortex preserved, l 82, w 53,
th 40 mm. Palaeolithic (Fig. 106).

Fig.. 105: FNr. AL94, area F1, SE 10, chert.

Fig. 106: FNr. AL96, area F1, SE 10, rhyolite.
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5.2

Finds from the objects AL2 to AL10

Table 3: Finds from the objects AL2 to AL10.
FNr.
AL
97
98
99
100
101
102

date
28.10.2009
28.10.2009
28.10.2009
28.10.2009
28.10.2009
28.10.2009

obj.
no.
AL9
AL9
AL9
AL9
AL9
AL9

103 29.10.2009 AL9
104 29.10.2009 AL7
105 29.10.2009 AL7
106 29.10.2009 AL7
107 29.10.2009 AL7
108 29.10.2009 AL7
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126

29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009
29.10.2009

AL7
AL6
AL2
AL2
AL5
AL10
AL10
AL10
AL10
AL10
AL10
AL10
AL10
AL10
AL10
AL10
AL10
AL10

material
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
burnt
clay
stone
burnt
clay
burnt
clay
stone
stone
burnt
clay
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone
stone

type of finds
debris of quartz
chert, fragment of core
scraper, chert
rock-crystal implement
scraper, chert
flake, chert

remarks
0.6 m east of obj. AL9, surface
4.0 m in direction 300° of obj. AL9, surface
3.5 m in direction 020° of obj. AL9, surface
4.3 m in direction 002° of obj. AL9, surface
2.6 m in direction 255° of obj. AL9, surface
2.7 m in direction 275° of obj. AL9, surface

pottery
artefact?

3.4 m in direction 157° of obj. AL9, surface
1.5 m in direction 265° of obj. AL7, surface

pottery

1.8 m in direction 295° of Obj. AL7, surface

pottery
debris of chert
flake, quartz

1.45 m in direction 342° of Obj. AL7, surface
0.9 m in direction 242° of Obj. AL7, surface
4.0 m in direction 317° of Obj. AL7, surface

pottery
debris of quartz
flake, chert
scraper? chert
flake, chert
scraper? chert
flake, chert
point?, chert
flake, chert
flake, quartz
scraper? chert
flake, chert
flake, chert
flakes, quartz
flake, chert
scraper, chert
debris of chert
scraper, chert

1.85 m in direction 021° of Obj. AL7, surface
0.7 m in direction 272° of Obj. AL6, surface
3,45 m in direction 350° of Obj. AL2, surface
2.2 m in direction 162° of Obj. AL2, surface
0.85 m in direction 038° of Obj. AL5, surface
3.3 m in direction 038° of Obj. AL10, surface
5.8 m in direction 017° of Obj. AL10, surface
1.5 m in direction 276° of VP P14, surface
3.4 m in direction 300° of VP P14, surface
4.9 m in direction 290° of Obj. AL10, surface
5.95 m in direction 316° of Obj. AL10, surface
6.65 m in direction 332° of Obj. AL10, surface
6.05 m in direction 224° of Obj. AL10, surface
6.25 m in direction 209° of Obj. AL10, surface
4.8 m in direction 169° of Obj. AL10, surface
3.6 m in direction 160° of Obj. AL10, surface
2.2 m in direction 155° of Obj. AL10, surface
3.45 m in direction 122° of Obj. AL10, surface

Finds description: cf. chapter 4 within the objects listed.
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6

Analysis and interpretation

6.1

Distribution of Goulets

According to the current state of knowledge the Goulets are spread in the northwest of
the Sahara and its marginal areas – in particular in Southern Morocco, in the western Sahara, in Mauritania and in western Algeria (Brooks et al. 2009: 928, 929; Milburn 1995, 2005,
2006, 2009). In the Wadi Tifariti numerous Goulets are known due to the systematic record
of the archaeological sites of which a total of 18 (this corresponds to 4.4% of all archaeological sites) are indicated in the map of S. Garfi 2008 by the following numbers: 006 (the largest
Goulet), 050, 051, 135, 214, 297, 303, 329, 331, 332, 333, 338 (excavation), 349, 354, 355,
356, 403, 407.
Any distribution map represents the present state of knowledge. Considering the different
state of research and quality of data in the northwestern Sahara, it seems that the Goulets
are more common in the region of Tifariti and of Oued Chbika than in most other areas.

6.2

Structural elements and specific features of the Goulets

6.2.1 Characteristics representative for most of the Goulets
•

The orientation is determined by the corridor, an east-western orientation is most frequent – with certain divergences.

•

The monuments consist normally of linear or curvilinear stone arrangements which
delineate the essential contours. The stones are generally carefully arranged, partly
lined up closely, partly at distances of some decimetres up to many metres (the latter
applies mainly to the external boundaries).

•

The size of the monuments is varied; the length can differ from 45 m to more than
300 m.

•

A Goulet generally consists of the "fly-shape” (seen from the air) and one stone circle
at a certain distance from the open end of the corridor.This circle seldom is situated
exactly in the axis of the corridor and is often shifted to one side or the other.

•

Opposite to the entrance of the corridor (commonly in the west) there is usually an artificially raised mound which has been interpreted a little prematurely as a burial
mound (Tumulus). It can only be a burial-mound if within it or beneath it there is situated at least one burial. As, up to now, the corresponding proof is missing, the neutral
name "mound" is used.

•

Adjacent to the mound only that part of the Goulet is paved on both sides of the corridor, which could be described as “head of the fly”. A stone setting marks the limits to
the “wings”, which are not paved.
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6.2.2 Further observations concerning Goulets in the Wadi Tifariti
•

The "wings of the fly" are marked in the interior by a very loose dispersion of rubble
(approx. 10 to 20 stones per square metre)
metre) which can be regarded as "internal shadsha
ing". It is noteworthy that such stone dispersions, in these observed cases, are aba
sent outside the Goulets. Weathered natural rock outcrops are frequently recognizrecogni
able on the surface by aggregations of angular stones and can in most
m
cases clearly
be distinguished from artificially built features.

•

The same is true for the inner
in
surface of the stone circle (Fig.107).

Fig.. 107: Goulet, site no. 338, stone circle
rcle with scatter of stones in the interior.
interior

•

In other cases surfaces
urfaces with a dense natural dispersion of angular stones have been
cleared to accentuate
ate the "wings of the fly".

•

Immediately adjacent to several Goulets, dispersions of angular stones or gravel can
be observed very often. These patches are frequently round, oval or irregular and
their diameter can vary from approx. 1 m to about 10 m. The individual patterns can
be distinguished easily in sites where they are not situated too close to each other. Of
particular note is the fact that also non-local
non local material has been used (quartz, chertchert
nodules) and that rocks of different color have been selected intentionally (black patipat
nated rhyolite; reddish-grey
reddish
patinated rhyolite; brown to grey-brown
brown chert; white
quartz gravel). In several cases patterns with tightly set stones could be identified
which have been
n produced similar to a pebble mosaic. We are not able to interpret
their function or meaning. Detailed patterns of structures or designs are not
no longer
recognizable.
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Fig. 108: Goulet, site no. 338, stone dispersions to the south outside the monument.

6.3

Finds from the Goulet, site no. 338.

6.3.1 Stratified finds from the Goulet
The pottery fragments with the find numbers AL3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22,
25, 29 originate from the upper horizon of SE 10.
Fragments of a decorated vessel, called "vessel 1", are significant. It can be partly reconstructed by several fragments fitting together (FNr. 3, 5, 12, 22) and others not adjoining, that
belong with certainty to the same vessel (FNr. 15, 20, 38). More fragments derive from the
excavation by J. Soler (2006). The upper part of a more or less cylindrical vessel with round
rim and an only slightly diminished body has been preserved. The decoration is arranged in
two horizontal zones each limited both on top and below by a horizontal groove. Therein
slanting, not quite parallel impressions are arranged, which have probably been applied by a
serrated shell. From the lower part and the base of the vessel no fragments could be found. The remaining pottery consists of undecorated body sherds which are unsignificant and can
only generally be considered as "prehistoric".
The stone inventory (FNr. AL16, 18, 21, 30) is very small, hardly significant (the large part
being flakes) and heterogenous (earlier material might be included).
The pottery of SE 12 (modern pit filling) including FNr. AL 4, 5 partly belongs to vessel 1,
the rest cannot be defined chronologically. The same is valid for the quartz flake FNr. AL 26.
The finds have been shifted in later times.
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Fig. 109: Pottery, fragments belonging to vessel no. 1 from the excavation 2006 by J. Soler.
Photos: Joaquim Soler, University of Gerona.

In the lower horizon of SE 10 (partly on the surface of SE 14 rock detritus) eight stone artefacts FNr. AL 90 to 94, 96 and 127 were found. The raw material is chert, quartz and rhyolite. They are all heavily patinated and some show a surface damaged by wind erosion. According to the shapes of the more typical objects a Middle Palaeolithic age is supposed –
they are certainly not later, but a higher age cannot be excluded. – The same is valid for the
rhyolite core (FNr. AL 6) which was recovered from the rock detritus SE 14. Another artefact(?), FNr AL 28, was found in the fill of the pit SE 19.
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6.3.2 Surface finds in the Goulet
The non-stratified finds from the surface of the Goulet have been collected systematically
according to the grid system and their exact position was measured. As only pieces <3 cm
were present, it is supposed that a part of the material has been collected previously. Nevertheless the inventory is typical enough for the archaeological assessment. The scatter of
finds shows no concentrations, but a typical random distribution, so no activity zones could
be determined inside the Goulet. The distribution of finds does not indicate any specific use
of the monument. The material is chronologically inconsitent – it dates from the time before
the construction of the Goulet, probably as well from the time of use and partly from the
younger periods. Modern material is absent.
The pottery (FNr. AL36, 46, 54, 58, 60, 63, 65, 67, 73, 76) is broken into small pieces,
there are no fragments fitting together; it is rather insignificant, cannot be dated exactly and
is described as “prehistoric”. Two decorated body sherds FNr. AL 38 from Qu. G3, found
slightly beyond the limits of the excavation, are part of the vessel no. 1 (see above).
The material of the lithic assemblage (FNr. AL37, 39-42, 44, 45, 47-51, 53, 55-57, 59, 61,
62, 64, 66, 68-72, 74, 75, 77-89) consists of quartz and chert. Flakes and pieces of debris
are quite abundant. The more significant material comprises several cores and core fragments, one point (FNr. AL51), a microlith (FNr. AL68) and a hammer stone (FNr. AL82). As
far as the material is datable at all, it is Neolithic. Palaeolithic artefacts of rhyolite have been
observed occasionally.

6.4

Comparison of the pottery from the Goulet

The comparable examples for the pottery "vessel 1" (fig. 62, 68, 71, 85, 109) are rather
rare. Probably this situation is caused by the state of research and publication and does not
necessarily reflect the real situation.

6.4.1 El-Kiffen near Temara
El-Kiffen near Temara (=Les Tamaris), Casablanca province, Morocco.
Neolithic necropolis in a rock shelter. At least 17 inhumations as collective burials, mostly
secondary burials, one primary. The ceramic grave goods have often been deposited beside
the skull; a total of 43 complete vessels could be recovered (Fig. 110).
Comparison: Souville 1973, 253 fig. 126a – The vessel corresponds in terms of shape,
decoration elements and characteristics of style very well to the “vessel 1” of the Goulet (site
no. 338) from the wadi Tifariti. This is the best parallel which could be found until now.
Dating: There are two radiocarbon dates from 1958 for skeletal remains which gave
widely diverging dates:
2.342±80 BC (sample no. NZ 1518, calibrated, = calendar years B. C.)
1.142±200 BC (sample no. NZ 1510).
By reason of the high standard deviation of the younger date this one is regarded as unreliable – thus the dating providing a higher age is preferred. - Radiocarbon dates from the
fifties of the 20th century are to be interpreted in general with care.
The pottery from the Goulet, site no. 338 in the Wadi Tifariti can be dated to the second
half of the third millennium BC. The minimal ages of the OSL-datings are obviously too short,
but there is no contradiction.
Literature: Bailloud & Boofszheim 1964; Souville 1973, 252-255; Camps 1974, 278-280.
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Fig. 110: Pottery from the necropolis of El-Kiffen near Temara, Morocco (Bailloud &
Boofszheim 1964).
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Further comparisons
Most of the following examples refer to sites with material that is difficult to compare by
one or more reasons:
•
•
•
•

The finds cannot be dated exactly.
The finds occur in regions rather far away from the western Sahara.
The finds are associated with another cultural background.
The finds are dated much earlier or much later, so cultural contacts could not
exist.

6.4.2 Cabo Juby near Tarfaya
Cabo Juby (= Ra's Juby) / Tarfaya, shell midden no. 3, Morocco.
Waste heaps of shells and snail shells, pottery and silex on the coast.
Comparison: Almagro Basch, 1946: 123 Fig.
54 (below right): two rim sherds with slanting,
oppositional, zonal arranged, parallel lines and
impressions made by shells(?). Technique partially identical, style different, form and profile not
recognizable in the photo.
Dating: Neolithic period.
Literature: Almagro Basch 1946, 119-125.
Fig. 111: Pottery from Cabo Juby, Conchero no. 3
(Almagro-Basch 1946, 123 fig. 54, detail).

6.4.3 Kef Aziza near Tazzouguert
Kef Aziza near Tazzouguert, approx. 20 km westnorthwest of Boudenib, Morocco.
Synonym: Grotte de Tazzouguert.
Habitation site in the entrance part of the cave. Deposits with a thickness of more than
4.5 m have been destroyed for the most part by development work. Shifted finds in the spoil
heap below the cave entrance.
Comparisons: Fuchs1986, pl. 12, no. 120, 125-128: Rim sherds predominantly with roundet, more seldom flattened profile. Body profile, as far as recognizable, vertical or slightly
curved, decorated with slanting impressions probably caused by shells, zonal arrangement in
the form of horizontal rows, partly oppositional or as an angle. Horizontal lines as a structural
element are rare. Technique identical, style different (above all structural and zonal arrangement), rim profile similar up to identical; shape cannot be compared, because the fragments
are too small.
Dating: Neolithic period.
Literature: Belouin, 1928; Canals & Vinas, 1970; Canals & Vinas, 1973, 863-865; Fuchs,
1986, 86-87.
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Fig. 112:
Pottery from Kef Aziza near Tazzouguert, Morocco.

6.4.4 Caves of Herkules near Tanger
Caves of Hercules, Cape Achakar near Tanger, Morocco.
Cave finds, stratified. Literature: Gilman 1975, 40-69.
Mugharet el Aliya:
Gilman 1975, 41 fig. 44b: Cardial Ware, two horizontal rows of vertically-positioned shelll
impressions (zonal arrangement): Technique identical, style different, shape and profile unknown, period different.
Dating: Early Neolithic period.
Mugharet es Saifiya:
Gilman 1975, 43 fig. 48.1: Cardial Ware, a horizontal row of vertically positioned shell impressions confined by horizontal lines: Technique identical, style different, shape and profile
different, period different.
Dating: Early Neolithic period.
Mugharet el Khail, Layer H:
Gilman 1975, 56 fig. 82b. „Channeled Ware“ (groove-decorated pottery), zonal arranged
rows of slanting impressions (herringbone pattern): Technique identical, style similar, shape
and profile unknown, period different.
Dating: (Early or Middle) Neolithic.

6.4.5 Golfe d’Arguin
Archaeological sites Foum Arguin 39 and Tintan 62, Golfe d'Arguin, Mauritania. Neolithic
sites with typical find material of the “Tintan culture".
14C-datings: Foum Arguin 39: 4780±85 BP. Tintan 62: 4725±60 BP and 4600±100 BP.
Pottery: predominantly steep-sided vessels, rim slightly everted or slightly drawn in, with
round or concave base, in some cases flat base. The rims are of simple profile (mostly
rounded). Decoration partly covering the surface by impressions (shells?), but also zonally
arranged or arrangement of horizontal decorative strips, occasionally slanting parallel im63
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pressions forming horizontal rows. Technique of decoration identical or similar, vessel
shapes partly similar, style different.
Literature: Vernet 2007, 93, 95 fig. 26, 96 fig.28.
Remark: Concerning the 4th millennium BP ceramics from the region of Nouakchott there
are hardly any similarities (Gallin & Vernet 2004).

6.4.6 Ti’n Akkor
Archaeological site A.86 / 20, northeast of Ti'n Akkor near In Ecker, Algeria. Surface finds
from a habitation site.
Comparison: Hofbauer & Weber 1988, 22 fig. 8.3: Decorative elements similar, stylistically limited comparable, profile and form somewhat different.
Dating: Neolithic ?
Literature: Hofbauer & Weber, 1988, 12, 22 fig. 8.

6.4.7 Oued Tilemsi
Oued Tilemsi, Mali.
Site Nilkit Aoudache, habitation site
Gaussen & Gaussen, 1988, Fig. 99.6, 99.8, 102.9: Slanting impressions arranged zonally
in a herringbone pattern, alternating with horizontal linear elements. Decorative elements are
presumably similar (no photo available), stylistically limited comparable, profile and shape
unknown.
Dating: Late Neolithic, Facies K.
Site Smar Smarren, habitation site
Gaussen & Gaussen, 1988, fig. 107.10: Slanting impressions arranged zonally in a herringbone pattern, horizontal lines under the rim. Decoration elements presumably similar (no
photo available), stylistically limited comparable, profile and shape unknown.
Date: Late Neolithic, Facies K.
Literature: Gaussen & Gaussen, 1988, 72 fig. 47, 127-147, 263-264.

6.4.8 Kirkissoy II
Site Kirkissoy II, Vallée du Niger, Niger.
Multi-phase settlement site ("couches" or „niveaux I – IV“), heavily disturbed by a recent
soil withdrawal.
Comparisons: Vernet 1996, 258 fig. 132.7 (niveau inférieur): Decoration elements very
similar, stylistically somewhat similar, profile or shape unknown.
Vernet 1996, 263 fig. 135.4 (niveaux II+III): Decoration elements very similar, stylistically
somewhat similar, profile or shape unknown.
Dating: Radiocarbon dating, sample material charcoal, "charbons récoltés sur toute la
longueur de la couche archéologique centrale" [= couche II+III?], sample No. NIA 58, age
2.940±90 BP (= before 1950 uncalibrated).
Literature: Vernet 1996, 239-242, 258 fig. 132.7, 263 fig. 135.4, 269 fig. 141.
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